Arbitration Board Rules Independent Nominating Petition Illegal; Bert Larson Will Run Unopposed

Booster Drive Begins With 7:30 Assembly Tonight

Polls Will Be Open From 9 to 4 Thursday

The nominating petition of Bert B. Larson, Independent spo-

t, for the position of student representative on the Board of

Governors, has been ruled illegal by the Arbitration Board,

and the petition of four other Independent candidates

for the same position has also been denied, by a

vote of the three-man board, according to President M. G. Snell, who spoke at 8:30 tonight.

The decision leaves Bert Larson, United Students Association candidate, unopposed for the position of the next election on Thursday.
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Vote Correctly Thursday

PROPORTIONAL representation will be discussed and much explained at tonight’s meeting of the ASU. Remember that a vote has a real meaning. The weakening of P. R. and every other reform is that the voice of the people is weak and that reform will not serve of itself.

If you live in a democracy, every vote counts. A vote that is not cast is not counted.

The success of the ASU and its battles against the forces of ignorance and apathy rests solely upon the willingness of the students to use their votes correctly.

"The two things that make a political party flounder are ignorance and apathy."

The vote is your weapon against apathy and ignorance. Your vote is your weapon against the forces that would destroy the democratic process.

"In this way none of the voters have a real share in the election of the representative body."

And your vote is your weapon against ignorance. Your vote is your weapon against the forces that would destroy the democratic process.

"For in the end, the greatest of all is the right of the individual to be heard."

The vote is your weapon against ignorance. Your vote is your weapon against the forces that would destroy the democratic process.

Hawkeye

On Duty

As well as...where it doesn’t rain...some of the students are still not aware of the importance of voting. There are few who do not know why the IFR hours cannot be changed because of the non-voting of the people. It is only by responding over the Central Key morning...
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May 13 is set aside by the students of Marie Marly for the occasion of the dedication of a portrait of Marie Marly to the portraits of the men and women whose work has been recognized.

The likeness of Marie Marly is to be unveiled on the day of the dedication.

The dedication will take place on the campus of the university.

The event will be attended by the students, faculty, and guests.

The portrait unveiling will be followed by a reception for all attendees.
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**What's going on here**

**...what's happening in these 40 houses**

-the curing and ageing of leaf tobacco, that’s what’s going on

Thousands of hogsheads of mild ripe tobacco are under these roofs, just lying here ageing and sweetening and mellowing for Chesterfield cigarettes.

**Like Rip Van Winkle, they sleep—the tobacco getting mellower and milder for the cigarette that Satisfies.**

---

**Vandals Split Series With Ducks at Eugene**

Woo-First Game 8-7 Saturday and Lose Second 4-1. . . Play at O.C.S. Today

Bob Miller hurled three-hit ball for four innings and then saw his lead washed away. The Vandals went on to split a doubleheader sweep of the Idaho State Blackbirds Saturday afternoon.

Antelope scored all of the singles and coming through with a victory as one of the two double matches. The Washington State varsity

...one win over Idaho State for the first game at home. The Vandals were the first to score and then went on to win, 5-4. The game was played in an open field and the weather was perfect.

**Intraunam Sports**

**Softball**

**K. Dr. Sat., 9, 2, 21.**

The Vandals scored 8-7 Softball victory over the Idaho State, in a game which was played in a field near the Idaho State campus. Idaho State scored one unearned run. Idaho State scored one run in the first inning and one in the third.
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---

**Starting Sports Expose—**

**Intraunam Reporter Extracts Leaves from Diary; Tells All**

Hank Musnow, catcher, said the infield was a real battle ground, with the visitors in the first game. Idaho State had a 13-2 lead in the first and 2 runs in the third. Idaho State had a 13-2 lead in the first, and 2 runs in the third. Idaho State had a 13-2 lead in the first, and 2 runs in the third. Idaho State had a 13-2 lead in the first, and 2 runs in the third. Idaho State had a 13-2 lead in the first, and 2 runs in the third. Idaho State had a 13-2 lead in the first, and 2 runs in the third. Idaho State had a 13-2 lead in the first, and 2 runs in the third.